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BUILT FOR SAFETY
With over 20 years experience in the design, manufacture and installation of pallet loading gates,
BFS offer a wide range of standard and non standard pallet loading gates to suit all sizes of
pallets. The non standard pallet gates cater for situations where there is limited headroom and
depth, where high and deep pallets are to be loaded onto platforms and when a shutter door is
spaced back from the platform.

Below is the range of our gates that we manufacture

BFS 1500

PGS 1625

Model 12

BFS1500
This is a one width pallet gate to suit maximum pallet dimensions of 1500mm high x 1450mm
deep x 1300mm deep. The outer width is 1600mm and will work with a headroom of 2100mm.

PGS1625
This pallet gate can be used on multi-tier mezzanine floors as the arms do not protrude over the
platform edge when in either the open or closed positions. A mesh panel can also be attached to
the front gate.
The PGS1625 pallet gate will take maximum pallet dimensions of 1625mm high x 1450mm deep.
The outer width varies between 1600mm – 3000mm and will work in a headroom of 2100mm.
This pallet gate can also be modified to accommodate higher pallets.

Model 12
This pallet gate can be used for pallet dimensions of 1650mm high x 1450mm deep. The outer
width varies between 1600mm – 3000mm and will work in a headroom of 2100mm.

Please turn over for more information

Model 12LL

Budget Gate

LC/HP OH

Model 12LL
This pallet gate can be used when the available height on the platform edge is lower than at the
back or when the headroom across the platform is less than 2100mm. Pallet heights will vary
depending on the available headroom. The outer width varies between 1600mm – 3000mm.

Budget Gate
The Budget Gate is our latest offering and is the most cost effective pallet gate we've produced.
Whilst remaining safe, sturdy and reliable this is a one size gate accommodating a maximum pallet
size of 1500mm height, 1450mm depth and 1300mm width. Headroom required is 2100mm. Easy
assembly in under 30 minutes. We don't think our price will be beaten on this one! Contact us for
a best price quote. Discounts on multiple quantities available.

LC/HP OH
This pallet gate can be used when the full height of the opening is required

LC/HP (Closed)

LC/HP

LC/HP (Open)

LC/HP
This pallet gate can be used on multi-tier mezzanine floors as the arms do not protrude over the
platform edge when in either the open or closed positions. The standard pallet gates will
accommodate pallet heights of 1800mm – 2400mm with a pallet depth of 1450mm and 2600mm
high with a pallet depth of 1650mm. The outer width varies between 1600mm – 4500mm
This pallet gate can also be modified to accommodate lower and higher pallets and also deeper
pallets. The main advantage with this pallet gate is that only 300mm need to be allowed above
the maximum pallet height required
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